
A Chinese Tea Party and Tea Setting in Japan

By Sonomi Urakawa

The old saying ‘a picture is worth a thousand words’ is so often true. The first 
time I saw Sonomi Urakawa’s tea photography I was deeply moved, both by 
the tea and aesthetics of the photography itself. For that reason, I selected her 
work as the cover for several issues of the Art of Tea Magazine. Her work has 
blessed several other journals as well. The art of tea arranging (Chaxi) now 
popular in Taiwan truly began in Japan with sencha-do practitioners. Though 
the Japanese have also come to incoporate Chinese teas and brewing methodol-
ogy, their aesthetic is still nonpareil.We are extremely grateful for this unique 
exhibition of her inspiring art, both in tea and photography. In so many ways 
these photos say more about tea art than all the articles we’ve ever published in 
this magazine.

“You are Japanese, so why do you serve Chinese tea? Why not Matcha or Sencha-do?” People often 
ask me. But, I can also find the roots of my country, its culture and tea in the Chinese tea ceremo-
ny. In addition, the world of the Chinese tea is freer and I have a free heart. 

There is a group of Chinese tea lovers in Japan. Chinese tea parties are held by small groups or 
in private salons. The practice isn’t common or mature and we have much to develop, but that is 
worth looking forward to.

I hope to hold a tea party that has the maturity and refinement of Japanese Chanoyu with the 
healing-power of Chinese tea. This is always my objective.
        — Sonomi Urakawa—
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